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Planet in Peril: It’s not too late to save the dayA Look at Projected Climate Change and Michigan’s Future 

Run of show…

• Quick (!) look at recent global climate change, impacts 
and why it’s so critical to keep global warming <2°C

• The sharp edge of climate change – water security

• More on regional climate change losers in the US

• An opportunity for Michigan, but a challenge too

• Why I think we can do it if we all work together
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The growing wildfire crisis is global – it’s a climate crisis
Reuters ABC7 Los Angeles CNN

CBC.ca

Amazon California Australia

Boreal Forest - Canada

Reuters ABC7 Los Angeles CNN

NASAAljazeeraNASA

What do all of these have in common?
Hurricane HarveySouthern African Drought2019 Indian Heatwave

Global Wildfire
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Reuters ABC7 Los Angeles CNN

NASAAljazeeraNASA

Warming is making all these natural disasters worse
Hurricane HarveySouthern African Drought2019 Indian Heatwave

Global Wildfire

2019 Average Annual Temperature Versus 1880-1899 Average 
The globe is warming almost everywhere

°C
Source: Berkeley Earth

So far, the 
global average 
has warmed 

1°C since pre-
industrial 

times
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Political reality check
(we’re not even close to on-track for a +2°C world)

Why is a 1.5 to 2°C warming limit so key? 

Political reality check
(we’re not on track for a +2°C world)

Political reality check
(we’re not even close to on-track for a +2°C world)

Why is a 1.5 to 2°C warming limit so key? 

Tipping points
(could preclude a +2-3°C world) 

Political reality check
(we’re not on track for a +2°C world)
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November 27, 2019

?
November 27, 2019
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The sharp edge of climate change

Water Supply
A bigger crisis than you think

The 
sharp 

edge of 
climate 
change

IPCC 
(2013)

Low Emissions

High Emissions
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As predicted, 
southern Africa and 
Australia are 
experiencing 
unprecedented “hot 
drought”

https://www.climate.gov

The Australian

New York Times

The current
Southwest US 

drought in its 20th

year, making it 
the first U.S. 

“megadrought” 
in recorded 

history

https://www.climate.gov
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August 2012

Still very real and 
exacerbated by 

record hot 
temperatures

August 2002

June 2013

August 2004
The SW drought

20 years and 
counting

2016

Dead trees in Kings Canyon National Park, California

Photo: Sierra Nevada Conservancy and KCBX
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Severe wildfire increasing with 
warming, and becoming largest 
sources of particulate air pollution

Photo: New York Times, 2018
SW Colorado, 2018

Arizona

Upper Basin

Lower Basin

Nevada

California

Utah

New Mexico

Colorado

Wyoming

Lake Powell
Lake Mead

Los Angeles

San 
Diego

Las Vegas

Salt Lake

Phoenix

Tucson

Denver

Cheyenne

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

Two biggest 
US reservoirs

The Colorado River Basin
• Seven states - >40M people

• Fast growth

• Many large cities

• Big agricultural production

• Many Native Nations

• Almost all of southern 
Arizona’s renewable 
water supply

El Paso
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Lakes Powell and Mead are disappearing
Near full in 1999
Powell – 50% full on Feb. 6, 2020
Mead – 44% full on Feb. 6, 2020

Image: Brad Udall

KPBS, June 2018

Arizona Republic, August 2018

Arizona Public Media, April 8, 2019
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Why are the only 
sustainable water 

supplies for the SW 
U.S. drying up?

2019 Average Annual Temperature Versus 1880-1899 Average 
The globe is warming almost everywhere

Source: Berkeley Earth

°C
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Konikow and Leake, 2014

Unsustainable Groundwater Depletion

?

As aquifers 
dry up, where 

will the SW 
and High 
Plains get 

their water in 
the future?

Konikow and Leake, 2014

How will the 
Great Lakes 

region 
manage its 
water in a 

growing era 
of national 

need?

Unsustainable Groundwater Depletion

?
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Weiss, Overpeck & Strauss. (2011)

TX LA MS
AL

GA

SC

NC

VA

FL

Jacksonville, FL

Tampa, FL
New Orleans, LA

Houston, TX

Miami, FL

Virginia Beach, VACoastal flooding
due to sea level rise
U.S. Navy Planning includes 

2m (>6 feet) by 2100

Hsiang et al., 
Science (2017)

Due to effects of warming 
on select sectors:

ü Agriculture
ü Crime
ü Coastal storms
ü Energy
ü Human mortality 
ü Labor

Damages by end 21st century
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Cooler temperatures and 20% of world’s unfrozen 
freshwater are going to be a huge draw

There is a climate opportunity for Michigan

But…
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May 29, 2019

June 20, 2019

What you 
gunna do?

Vox M arch 19, 2019

There is also a climate challenge for Michigan
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Projected warming in the 
U.S. if greenhouse gas 
emissions are slowed 
(Lower Scenario) or not 
(Higher Scenario)

Under high CO2 emissions, 
southern Michigan could 
have 40 or more days 
above 100°F

Mid-21st Century

Late 21st Century

Change in Temperature (°F)
(source: 4th US National Climate Assessment, 2018)

Observed Change in Average Precipitation (left) 
and % falling in heaviest 1% of events (right)

US National Climate Assessment 2014

%

Both from: 4th U.S. National Climate Assessment (2018)

% Change: between 1958-2016% Change: last 30 years versus 1901-60 average

It will continue to get 

wetter, at least in 

winter and spring

%
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• more frequent/severe 
runoff and flooding

• water infrastructure risk
and…

• expansion of harmful 
algae blooms into all of 
the Great Lakes*

Critical point: Too much climate change endangers 
the Great Lakes and regional communities

* Algae blooms also grow worse with warming

• longer/hotter heatwaves

+
• more frequent and 

severe drought

Critical point: Too much climate change endangers 
the Great Lakes farms, forests & aquatic systems

water stressed 
agriculture, forests, 
small lakes, rivers 
and more

=
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• longer/hotter heatwaves
and… 

• Increased infectious 
disease

Critical point: Too much climate change endangers 
the Great Lakes human health

Michigan.gov

New Scientist
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The main cause of climate change  is 

the burning of coal, oil and gas… 

and this is the same cause of toxic 

air pollution

October 23, 2019

Eroding air quality 
has been linked to 
10,000 additional 

U.S. deaths in 2018
thanks to vehicles 
and the burning of 

natural gas
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What does all this mean for Michigan & the Great Lakes? 
• State/region could become a desired place to live & do business
• But, if we don’t embrace renewable energy, adaptation will be tough
• If we do embrace renewable energy, the state/region could win big
• Fortunately, the cost of clean energy is falling fast and the entire 

planet is transitioning out of fossil fuels & more…

Jan 13, 2018 May 29, 2019
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“For 2019 as whole, 
forecasting year-over-

year growth of 23% and 
expecting 13 GW of 

installations”

The Paris Climate Agreement: 
who is in, and who is notWho’s transitioning to 

renewable energy? 

To much more efficient 
energy use? 

And to a more 
sustainable and just 
world?

The entire planet!
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The U.S. Climate Alliance* – 24 states and Puerto Rico, all 
committed to greenhouse gas emissions reductions and the 
Paris Agreement  

Latest update: 
California has 
committed to 
zero emissions 
by 2045. 

* >50% of the nation’s population and >50% of the nation’s GDP

Together, we will remain actively engaged with the 
international community as part of the global effort to 
hold warming to well below 2℃ and to accelerate the 
transition to a clean energy economy that will benefit our 
security, prosperity, and health.

https://www.wearestillin.com/signatories

Including the University of Michigan – on trajectory to carbon neutral
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What does all this mean for Michigan & the Great Lakes? 
• We all need to work together to get it done…
• The UM, Ann Arbor, Grand Rapids, and more are planning paths to 

decarbonization and UM wants to partner with businesses, the state, 
other communities, non-profits, everyone... to speed the transition 
to a robust economy that is free of climate change, sustainable and 
just – that attracts talent and 21st century enterprise

Questions?

Twitter: @GreatLakesPeck

Thanks!
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Damages 
by end 

21st

century

Hsiang et al., 
Science (2017)
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Opportunity: It’s not just climate 
change that is increasingly making 
people wonder about where they live…

Or the fact that the Great Lakes have 
20% of the planets unfrozen surface 
water…


